Abstract-Significant functional impairment of the hand is common among stroke survivors and restoration of hand function should be prioritized during post-stroke rehabilitation. The goal of this study was to develop a novel biomimetic device to assist patients in producing complex hand movements with a limited number of actuators. The Biomimetic Hand Exoskeleton Device (BiomHED) is actuated by exotendons that mimic the geometry of the major tendons of the hand. Ten unimpaired subjects and four chronic stroke survivors participated in experiments that tested the efficacy of the system. The exotendons reproduced distinct spatial joint coordination patterns similar to their target muscle-tendon units for both subject groups. In stroke survivors, the exotendon-produced joint angular displacements were smaller, but not significantly different, than those of unimpaired subjects -. Even with limited use of the BiomHED, the kinematic workspace of the index finger increased by 63%-1014% in stroke survivors. The device improved the kinematics of the tip-pinch task in stroke survivors and resulted in a significant reduction in the fingertip-thumb tip distance ( mm). This device is expected to enable effective "task-oriented" training of the hand post-stroke.
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I. INTRODUCTION

S
IGNIFICANT upper extremity impairment is prevalent among stroke survivors [1] , [2] and recovery of upper extremity function is often slower and more limited than for the lower extremities [3] . Specifically, motor deficits of the distal hand components are known to be more significant than those of the proximal arm [4] , [5] . Restoration of lost hand function should be prioritized in stroke rehabilitation due to its importance in upper extremity functional activities [6] , [7] .
High intensity, task-oriented training has been shown to maximize outcomes in stroke rehabilitation [8] , [9] . Therefore, repetitive practice of functional hand tasks should be incorporated into rehabilitation programs to effectively restore hand function. The complex nature of manual tasks, however, poses a significant challenge to the implementation of task-oriented training for hand rehabilitation. Most manual tasks require complex spatiotemporal coordination of multiple joints (i.e., kinematics) [10] and/or multiple degrees-of-freedom (DOF) force control (i.e., kinetics) [11] , [12] , which makes repetitive practice of functional hand movements very challenging. Many stroke survivors have uncontrolled spasticity or weakness [13] , which typically results in a clenched-hand posture [14] and limits their ability to perform manual tasks without assistance. Even after stroke survivors regain the ability to open their hands, functionality may remain limited due to a variety of impairments affecting task performance. For example, diminished capacity to voluntarily modulate muscle activities [15] , [16] or abnormal interactions between hand flexors and proximal muscles [17] can result in abnormal hand kinematics and kinetics, which may further lead to reduced workspaces [18] , abnormal joint coordination [19] , and misguided force at the thumb tip [15] and fingertip(s) [20] . Even if rigorous training could be performed with the help of skilled therapists, it would be labor-intensive and expensive, imposing a significant economic burden on patients.
Recently, a number of robotic devices have been developed for hand rehabilitation. These devices offer the ability to cost-effectively administer training of repetitive hand movements, but inherent functional limitations often limit their efficacy. Many robotic devices are designed to explicitly assist with hand opening [21] , as significant impairment in finger extension typically emerges after stroke [14] . Other devices provide assistance with both finger extension and flexion [22] and enable simple functional tasks (e.g., grasping) [23] , [24] through execution of predetermined patterns of coupled movements within-and between-digits. The complexity and functionality of these tasks, however, are limited in comparison to the rich repertoire of human manual tasks to be restored. Recent exoskeletons with more complex design [25] can independently control individual finger joints, but in order to attain complex actuation mechanisms their peripheral structures tend to be bulky, which prevents users from practicing concurrent hand and arm movements. As task-oriented training of the upper extremity typically involves both arm and hand movements, it is crucial to design a compact light-weight device for hand training that can be combined with existing arm devices [26] , [27] .
An effective assistive device for hand rehabilitation should be capable of providing specific assistance patterns reflecting the dynamic function of impaired hand muscle-tendon units (i.e., reproducing spatial joint coordination patterns generated by the tendons), but most current devices cannot consider and incorporate such subject-specific impairments into training. Generally, in stroke rehabilitation, targeted assistance of an impaired muscle is achieved by isolating a specific joint movement for which the impaired muscle is the single major agonist and providing assistance with that motion [26] , [28] . Unlike most joints with one or two agonists, finger joint coordination is achieved by spatiotemporal coordination of multiple muscles [29] - [31] , and most hand muscles produce coordinated multi-joint torque patterns [32] , [33] . In stroke survivors, these complex dynamics are often impacted by unbalanced impairment in which certain sub-movements of muscle-tendon units are more severely impaired than others. Most existing systems are designed to reproduce movement kinematics (i.e., joint coordination) of the entire hand and these devices can neither provide targeted assistance to impaired muscles, nor can they reinforce (or counteract) deficient or abnormal sub-movements.
Therefore, the purpose of this study was to develop and test a novel hand exoskeleton device that addresses the aforementioned limitations of current devices by adopting a "biomimetic" design approach, with which complex hand movements are generated with a limited number of actuators. This device allows performance of coordinated joint movements through actuation of "exotendons" that replicate the dynamic function (i.e., spatial coordination of joint torques) of the major hand muscle-tendon units. The peripheral complexity of the proposed device plays a critical role in functional movement generation, similar to the behavior of the neuromechanical system of human hand [34] . As the exotendons "mimic" the anatomy of the major hand muscle-tendon units, the joint coordination patterns produced by the exotendons should allow reconstruction of multiple functional hand movements. This paper describes the mechanical design of the proposed system, as well as the results of three pilot experiments designed to evaluate system performance. First, the dynamic function of the exotendons was evaluated using a system identification approach, followed by testing the efficacy of restoration of the kinematic workspace of the finger in stroke survivors. Finally, the ability to restore the proper mechanics of functional task performance (i.e., the tip-pinch task) was evaluated. Specifically, since inappropriate compensatory strategies may impair recovery post-stroke [35] , [36] , the device was used to prevent patients from adopting compensatory strategies that are often observed in stroke survivors during functional hand movements [37] .
II. METHODS
A. Device Design
1) Mechanical Structure:
The hand exoskeleton device used in this study, the Biomimetic Hand Exotendon Device (BiomHED), is a cable-driven exoskeleton-type device that is worn as a glove. A zipper sewn on the palmar side of the glove facilitates donning and doffing. The fingers are controlled by four cables that mimic the geometry of the four major finger muscle-tendon units: the extensor digitorum communis (EDC), the flexor digitorum profundus (FDP), and the radial and ulnar interossei (RI and UI). The thumb is controlled by four cables that replicate the anatomical structure of the four thumb muscle-tendon units: the extensor pollicis longus (EPL), the flexor pollicis longus (FPL), the abductor pollicis longus (AbPL), and the adductor pollicis longus (AdPL). Four devices with identical designs, two for the right hand and two for the left hand (one small and one large glove for each side), were prototyped and used in this study. For each finger, four cables (SAVA 1024, Sava Industries Inc., Riverdale, NJ, USA) were routed through custom thermoplastic guides (thickness 4 mm) attached to the dorsal and palmar aspects of the glove (Fig. 1) such that tension applied to each of these cables produced coordinated finger movements. Each thermoplastic piece was shaped after applying heat to the material and holes (diameter 1 mm) were routed through the plastic to ensure that each cable maintained the intended orientation.
The first Finger ExoTendon replicates the anatomical configuration of the EDC, a major finger extensor muscle-tendon unit that produces concurrent extension of all three joints: the distal interphalangeal (DIP), proximal interphalangeal (PIP), and metacarpophalangeal (MCP) joints [33] , [38] .
runs through the center hole of each of the three guides attached to the dorsal aspect of each digit [dorsal guides; Fig. 1(a) ] and delivers concurrent extension moments to the three joints of the finger. The second finger exotendon replicates the anatomy of the FDP, a major finger flexor muscle-tendon unit that produces concurrent flexion of all three joints [39] , [40] . This cable runs through two thermoplastic guides attached on the palmar aspect of the distal and proximal phalanges [palmar guides; Fig. 1(c) ] and provides concurrent flexion moments to all three joints. The geometry of the third and fourth exotendons ( and ) resembles the anatomical pathways of the radial and ulnar interosseous muscle-tendon units of the finger (RI and UI). These two cables originate from the guide attached to the dorsal aspect of the distal phalanx and are routed such that these exotendons pass near the center of the PIP joint. The guide attached on the proximal phalanx directs these exotendons to the palmar aspect of the MCP joint [ Fig. 1(a) and (b) ]. Thus, and produce small extension moments at the DIP and PIP joints, but produce larger flexion moments at the MCP joint of the finger. and were connected in parallel at the wrist and are, therefore, controlled together (Fig. 2) .
Four cables enabled movements of the thumb. Similar to and of the finger, the first and second Thumb ExoTendons ( and ) replicated the anatomical structure of the EPL and FPL tendons and were routed along the dorsal and palmar aspects of the thumb, respectively. These two exotendons were designed to provide extension and flexion moments to all three joints of the thumb: the interphalangeal (IP), the first MCP , and the first carpometacarpal joint. The third thumb exotendon was looped around the proximal phalanx of the thumb and routed along the dorsum of the hand in the ulnar direction, thus creating an adduction movement of the thumb. The fourth thumb exotendon was also looped around the proximal phalanx of the thumb, but in the radial direction, and crossed a pulley attached to the radial aspect of the first metacarpal bone.
thus produced an abduction moment about the joint. The four thumb exotendons ( -) were designed to replicate the dynamic function of the major thumb muscle-tendon units [41] .
The geometric moment arms of each exotendon with respect to the joint center were measured using an excursion method [39] in five subjects, during which the excursion of each exotendon and the corresponding angular displacement of the joints in the index finger and the thumb were measured. The magnitudes of the estimated geometric moment arms are summarized in Table I .
2) Actuation: Actuators that transmit tension to the exotendons were placed on a forearm brace designed to be worn by subjects. Seven light-weight brushed dc motors with gearheads (A-max 16; GP 16A with reduction ratio 29:1; Maxon Motor AG, Switzerland) were attached to the brace via L-shaped brackets. A small L-shaped plastic channel that guided each exotendon to the corresponding motor was placed approximately 1 cm distal to each motor (Fig. 2) . On the dorsal aspect of the forearm, the four s were conjoined near the wrist to form a single cable that was connected to the dc motor. Four linear tension springs were connected in parallel to the s to distribute the force equally among each of the four fingers [ Fig. 2(a) ]. Similarly, on the ventral aspect, the four s were conjoined into a single cable and the eight s ( s and s) were conjoined into a single cable via four and eight tension springs, respectively. The cables were then connected to their respective motors [ Fig. 2(b) ]. The four TETs ( -) were individually connected to four motors. This system was designed to be wearable, as the entire forearm apparatus including motors and the brace weighs less than 1 kg. Note that a design goal was to allow users to perform distal hand movements concurrently with proximal arm movements. This design allows practice of functional hand movements to be incorporated with various proximal arm movements and allows users to perform functional upper extremity movements such as "reach-and-grasp" tasks. 
B. Experiments
Three experimental protocols were implemented to test the performance of the prototype device. In the first session, the dynamic function of each exotendon (i.e., mapping of each exotendon force to multi-joint movements) was evaluated and the resulting coordination patterns were compared to those produced by the target muscle-tendon unit. In the second session, the capacity of the BiomHED to restore finger kinematics was examined. Specifically, the restoration of the functional workspace of the fingertip and multi-joint coordination patterns of the finger were evaluated. Finally, the device efficacy in reproduction of the kinematics of a representative functional manual task was tested.
The experimental protocol was approved by the MedStar Institutional Review Board and the Institutional Review Board of the Catholic University of America and written informed consent was obtained from each subject.
1) Subjects:
Four subjects with chronic hemiparesis resulting from stroke and 10 subjects with no history of neurologic disorders (four females and six males; mean years) participated in the study. Subject characteristics for the stroke survivors are summarized in Table II. 2) Instrumentation: In all three sessions, joint angles of the fingers and the thumb were obtained during movements using an 8-camera motion capture system (Osprey Digital RealTime System; Motion Analysis Corp., Santa Rosa, CA, USA). Twenty-three small reflective markers (diameter 4 mm) were attached to the dorsum of the instrumented glove and the marker locations were recorded at 100 Hz for each trial. The temporal trajectory of each marker location was then digitally filtered forwards and backwards using a third-order Butterworth filter (MATLAB; MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MA, USA). Each joint angle was then computed from the spatial trajectories of the corresponding pair of markers.
3) Experimental Session 1: Dynamic Function of Exotendons:
In the first session, transformation of the force of each exotendon to angular displacements of the hand joints (i.e., the dynamic function of each exotendon) was examined by applying force to the individual exotendons and recording the resultant movements. The kinematic characteristics of the movement produced by each exotendon were compared to literature-reported values for the target muscle-tendon unit [33] , [39] , [40] , [42] .
In this experiment, the device was worn by each subject (on the impaired hand for stroke survivors or on the dominant hand for control subjects). For stroke subjects, before the device is worn, their hands were stretched by the experimenters for 3-4 min, and the donning process typically took 5-10 min. The exotendons were connected to the motor via bolt snap connectors after the glove was worn.
All subjects were seated comfortably on a chair and instructed to rest their forearm on the table, with the table height adjusted according to each subject's seated height. Subjects were instructed to relax their hand so that they neither assisted nor resisted the movements produced by loading the exotendon. Before each experimental session, the digits were passively moved in order to verify if the hand was relaxed. Additionally, before each exotendon force condition was applied, the hand was visually examined to verify if it returned to the neutral posture.
For loading of each exotendon, the force level was increased in three steps of equal magnitude (step length 2 s) with the magnitude of each step set to 33.3% of the maximum force magnitude. The maximum force magnitude was initially set to 8 N for TETs and 10 N for FETs and was adjusted as needed over several trials for each subject. For example, the force magnitudes at all steps were decreased by 10% if any joint reached the full range of motion before the force reached the maximum value. Conversely, the force magnitudes were increased by 10% if the full range of motion was not achieved at the end of the trial (i.e., at the maximum force level). The current (or torque) control mode of the motor amplifier (ESCON 36/2, Maxon Motor AG, Switzerland) was used to operate the DC motors, which regulated the magnitude of current provided to the motor proportional to voltage input sent to the amplifier. The input voltage was sent using a custom-written Labview program (National Instruments Corp., Austin, TX, USA).
4) Experimental Session 2-Kinematic Finger Workspace:
In the second session, the kinematic workspace of the index fingertip accessed during voluntary movements was quantified and compared to the workspace accessed with the help of the BiomHED system. Two representative kinematic parameters, the location of the index fingertip and the within-digit joint coordination patterns, were computed from the marker locations recorded during these movements (see Section II-C).
The kinematic workspace of the index fingertip accessed during voluntary finger movements was first estimated. Subjects were asked to place their hand on a plate on which 15 parallel lines were drawn (distance between any two neighboring lines 10 mm). The metacarpal bones (i.e., the palm) of the hand were placed such that the palm formed a right angle (90 ) with each line. After placing the subject's hand on the plate, the orientation and the tilt angle of the table was adjusted to maintain the forearm in a neutral position with respect to supination/pronation. Stroke survivors were allowed to adjust their elbow flexion angle if they found it difficult to maintain a neutral forearm after table adjustment.
At each horizontal line oriented orthogonal to the subject's palm, the subjects first positioned their fingertip at the point closest to their hand and were then asked to move their fingertip along the line to the farthest point that they were able to reach on the line. Once they reached their maximum range of motion along a given line, the subjects repositioned their fingertip on the neighboring line and repeated the same procedure. Subjects were encouraged to start their movements from the most distal line (farthest from the wrist) to the most proximal line (closest to the wrist) (see Fig. 3 ). The same procedure was implemented for all subjects. However, stroke survivors were encouraged to take frequent rest breaks and to stretch their fingers between trials, if needed. Previous studies have used similar techniques to quantify finger workspace [18] .
The kinematic workspace accessed during finger movements produced by BiomHED was then assessed. For this experiment, different exotendon-force combinations [i.e., loading conditions (LCs)] were applied to demonstrate the capacity of BiomHED to explore the kinematic workspace of the finger. The three individual tendon LCs used in Session 1 ( , and ) were tested. In addition, two other exotendon LCs, which involved concurrent loading of two exotendons, were tested to assess the finger movements enabled by the BiomHED system ( force identified in Session 1 and 30% of the maximum force; force and 50% of the maximum force). Therefore, a total of five LCs ( -) were used to sample the finger kinematic workspace accessed by the proposed system. Note that the five implemented exotendon LCs generate only a subset of the finger movement patterns that the device can produce. The purpose of this experiment was to demonstrate the performance of the device by producing a few distinct kinematic patterns of the finger, represented by the fingertip workspace and inter-joint coordination patterns (see Section II-C).
5) Experimental Session 3-Restoration of Functional Hand Movements:
To assess the capacity of the proposed device to enable functional hand movements, a tip-pinch task was selected as the target task, due to its importance in daily functional activities [43] , [44] . Both the kinematic and kinetic aspects of the pinch task are significantly impaired post-stroke [20] , [45] , [46] . In the tip-pinch task, subjects were instructed to perform the target task without assistance from the device ("voluntary task performance"). Then, a combination of forces from the exotendons was applied with the aim of reproducing the kinematics of the target task ("device-assisted task performance").
The magnitude of the force applied to each exotendon during device-assisted task performance was determined from the force-joint angle relationships estimated during Session 1. Briefly, the spatial coordination patterns of the finger and thumb joints of unimpaired subjects were first examined during voluntary task performance. Given the measured joint angles of these "target" postures and the joint angle-exotendon force relationship of each subject estimated during Session 1 (i.e., and from Session 1; see Section II-C), the coordination patterns of the exotendon forces were estimated for each subject.
C. Data Analysis 1) Session 1-Dynamic Function of Exotendons:
The transformation of the exotendon force to the angular displacement of the joint was experimentally identified from the measured joint angular displacements under individual exotendon loading conditions (1) where is the joint angle of the th joint in the th digit, is the force applied to the th exotendon, is the forceangle transformation function determining joint angle, , produced by force , is the joint/DOF of each digit (thumb: flexion flexion flexion abduction; fingers:
), is the digit (1: thumb, 2: index finger, 3: middle finger, 4: ring finger, 5: little finger), is exotendon (1: , 2: , 3: , 4:
, 5: , 6: , 7: ). Approximating a linear relationship between the force and joint angle (2) where the parameter denotes the force-to-angle transformation factor, which demonstrates how the force applied to the th exotendon converts to the displacement of joint angle , and the parameter denotes the angular offset in the force-to-angle relationship (i.e., joint angle in the neutral posture).
Given the dataset obtained in Session 1, the transformation parameters for the three FET's were calculated using a linear least-squares estimation 
where is the pseudo-inverse of the matrix A (i.e., , is Force at the level applied to the th exotendon (
; 0 corresponds to zero force), and is Flexion angle of the th joint of the th digit under the exotendon force . With the parameter matrix that defines the force-angle relationship of exotendon and the neutral angle matrix , the joint angle produced by can be estimated (4) where is the joint angle of the th joint of the th digit, is the transformation factor of force at the th exotendon to joint angle , and is the angular offset of joint angle (i.e., joint angle in neutral posture).
A similar method was used to determine the parameters of the four TETs.
For each exotendon, a repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) was performed to identify potential difference in the transformation parameter between joints and digits (within-subject variables), as well as the difference between subject groups (i.e., stroke versus control and male versus female; between-subject variables) (IBM SPSS Statistics version 20; IBM Corp., Armonk, NY, USA).
2) Session 2-Quantification of the Kinematic Finger Workspace:
Trajectories of the index fingertip during voluntary movements and during BiomHED actuation were employed to compute the area of the workspace accessed under each condition. Recorded marker coordinates were transformed to a local coordinate system located on the MCP joint of each finger such that the fingertips were always located within a sagittal plane of the phalanges. In these local coordinate systems, the z-axis was aligned with the axis of rotation that characterizes the extension and flexion of the MCP, PIP, and DIP joints, the y-axis with the second metacarpal bone, and the x-axis was defined perpendicular to the palm at the MCP joint. This coordinate system is identical to the system used in a previous study [18] .
Two different measures were estimated from the measured finger movements, the kinematic workspace of the fingertip and between-joint coordination patterns within the finger. a) Kinematic Workspace of the Index Fingertip: Two different kinematic workspace areas were obtained, the workspace reached during voluntary movements and the workspace reached during movements produced by the device. The total workspace was digitized into 900 separate grids ( cm cm cm ). Then, given the trajectory of the index fingertip obtained in each trial, the grids that the fingertip passed through were identified and the workspace areas in the two conditions (voluntary versus device-assisted) were estimated by multiplying the number of the identified grids by the grid size.
b) Between-Joint Coordination (PIP-MCP):
During functional hand movements, the spatiotemporal coordination of the PIP and MCP joints was more variable than that of DIP-PIP joints [47] - [49] . Such increased variability in the PIP-MCP coordination indicates that the PIP and MCP joints need to be controlled independently in order to enable various kinematic patterns of the finger [19] , [50] . However, this type of independent joint control appears to degrade significantly post-stroke.
For instance, in stroke survivors, the use of the PIP and MCP joints during manual task performance was different from that of unimpaired subjects [37] .
Therefore, for both voluntary finger movements and the movements produced by the BiomHED, the between-joint coordination of the PIP and MCP joints was examined by estimating 1) the covariance ratio of the PIP and MCP joint movements (RPM), represented by the slope of the linear regression between the joint angles of the PIP and MCP joints (5) and 2) the correlation coefficient ( ) of the PIP and MCP joint angles during each movement (5) where In addition, angle-angle plots of the DIP and PIP joint flexion angles were used to visually depict joint co-variation patterns (PIP-MCP) during these movements.
3) Session 3-Functional Task Performance:
To determine the exotendon force levels applied to perform the tip-pinch task, the joint angles of the index finger and the thumb of control subjects in the terminal grip posture (during voluntary task performance) were first estimated and averaged across subjects, providing target joint angles for the tip-pinch task. Then, for each subject, the transformation factor of each exotendon estimated in Session 1 and the target posture were employed to estimate the required magnitude of force applied to each exotendon to generate this posture. Given the target joint angles of the thumb and the index finger (7 1 vector) and the force-toangle transformation factors of each subject (7 7 matrix), estimated in the Session 1, the magnitude of each exotendon force was computed by the least-squares estimation (i.e., multiplying pseudo-inverse of the transformation matrix to the target joint angle vector).
To evaluate functional task performance, two kinematic measures were examined. Joint angles of the index finger and the thumb in the final posture during the device-assisted movement were compared to those obtained during voluntary performance by estimating the distance between the index fingertip and thumb tip in the terminal posture using tip marker locations.
Additionally, a sensitivity analysis was performed to gauge the contribution of individual joint angles of the index finger and the thumb on the locations of the index fingertip and thumb tip. A forward kinematics method was used to compute the locations of the fingertip and thumb tip given the segment lengths and the joint angles at the terminal posture. Here, each joint angle was incrementally increased or decreased by 1 during which the change in the between-tip distance was estimated. 
III. RESULTS
A. Dynamic Function of Exotendons
Loading of the individual exotendons produced distinct spatial coordination patterns of the finger and thumb joints, as exemplified by the force-to-angle transformation factor values ( ; transformation of th exotendon force to movement of the th joint in the th digit) (Fig. 4) . With the exception of , the values of all exotendons were significantly different across joint (all values ; Table III ), indicating that distinct spatial coordination patterns were achieved from exotendon loading. For all finger exotendons, there was no significant difference in the transformation factors between digits (all values ; Table III) , which implies similar movement patterns for all four digits.
For both subject groups, similar spatial coordination patterns of the finger and thumb were produced by each exotendon, as shown by the within-digit ratio of force-to-angle transformation factors (Fig. 4(a) versus (b) and (c) versus (d) for control subjects and stroke survivors, respectively). Although the magnitude of the force-to-angle transformation factors for stroke survivors was generally smaller than those for control subjects, this difference was not statistically significant ( -; for stroke survivors. Overall, the ratios of the estimated force-to-angle transformation factors of the finger exotendons were comparable to the values obtained from muscle stimulation/tendon excursion experiments reported in the literature (Table IV) .
Gender was not a significant factor for any of the FETs and for three of the TETs ( , and ). There was a significant gender-effect on , such that the value from male subjects (mean /N) was significantly smaller than that from female subjects (mean /N). Here, a total of 25 out of 728 (3.4% of the total dataset) values were not used due to the loss of markers during motion capture.
B. Kinematic Workspace of the Finger 1) Fingertip Workspace:
For three stroke survivors (Subjects 1-3), the fingertip workspace area, computed from the number of grids that the fingertip accessed during movement, increased by 63%-1014% with the assistance of the BiomHED system (Table V) . More importantly, the system allowed these subjects to access different regions of the fingertip workspace (i.e., distal region; Fig. 5 ) compared to the regions accessed during voluntary movements. For one subject with mild impairment (Subject 4, FM UE score ), the workspace area accessed by the BiomHED system was slightly smaller than that reached during voluntary movements. For control subjects, the workspace area of the BiomHED system ( cm ) was generally smaller than that of voluntary movements ( cm ).
2) Spatial Joint Coordination:
For the stroke survivors, the spatial co-variation pattern of the PIP and MCP joints did not vary significantly during voluntary finger movements. The PIP:MCP covariance ratio ( , the slope of PIP-MCP correlation) remained approximately constant with a small standard deviation throughout voluntary workspace exploration, resulting in a high correlation coefficient between the PIP and MCP joint angles (mean -value: ; Table VI ). This result indicates that the movements of these two joints were highly coupled. In contrast, control subjects had low correlation coefficients between the PIP and MCP joints during voluntary movements (mean r value: ), indicating independent control of the two joints.
Distinct joint co-variation patterns were obtained from the five exotendon loading conditions ( ; Table VII (a) and (b); Fig. 6 ), indicating that the device enabled stroke survivors to produce a range of distinct between-joint finger coordination patterns. Various ranges of motion of the PIP and MCP joints were observed across the loading conditions (i.e., widely different locations of the PIP-MCP co-variation lines in the -workspace; Fig. 6 ). This is also indicated by the differences in the mid-range angles of the PIP and MCP joint range of motion for each condition [Table VII(c)].
C. Functional Task Performance: Tip Pinch
Use of the BiomHED system improved the kinematic aspects of functional task performance of stroke survivors. With the assistance of the device, the distance between the fingertip and thumb tip in the terminal grip posture decreased by an average 17.9 mm (Table VIII) . During unassisted movements, stroke survivors typically adopted a compensatory strategy of using the palmar aspect of the middle phalanx of the index finger and the dorsal aspect of the thumb tip to hold the object (or vice versa) [ Fig. 7(a) ], while the thumb tip was positioned to properly oppose the fingertip base during device-assisted movements [ Fig. 7(b) ].
Specifically, the device increased the abduction angle of the thumb CMC joint by an average of 5.3 , which, based on a post hoc kinematic analysis, appeared to primarily contribute to a reduction in the between-tip distance. When segment lengths of the subjects were considered, post hoc forward kinematics analysis showed that an average 5.3 increase in the CMC abduction angle contributes to an approximate 12-14 mm decrease in the between-tip distance, depending on segment lengths.
IV. DISCUSSION
This study presents a novel robotic device that enables functional task-oriented training of the impaired hands of stroke survivors. The efficacy of this biomimetic design approach (i.e., seven exotendons employed to control 22 DOFs of the hand) to simplify device control while retaining the level of complexity of the task reproduced by the device was tested.
A. Exotendon Function: Spatial Coordination of Multi-Joint Finger Movements
The dynamic function of the exotendons, represented by the spatial joint coordination patterns of the movements resulting from loading each exotendon, were comparable to those of the hand muscle-tendon units reported in the literature [33] , [39] , [40] , [42] . However, it should be acknowledged that there is a discrepancy in the literature regarding dynamic function of the FDP [39] , [40] , [42] . A previous study [40] showed that the dynamic function of a multi-articular muscle such as the FDP is affected by a number of mechanical factors including passive joint impedance, which in part explains the difference in the coordination patterns between dynamic [40] and static [42] /kinematic [39] measurements. Not surprisingly, the spatial coordination pattern obtained from our exotendon device was similar to the joint coordination pattern of the finger movements resulting from in vivo muscle stimulation [40] .
Although similar joint coordination patterns were observed for both subject groups in this study, the magnitude of the transformation factors for exotendon force to joint movements was smaller for stroke subjects (Fig. 4) . It has been reported that, following stroke, passive joint impedance increases due to both mechanical [51] , [52] and neurologic [53] , [54] factors. Therefore, it is likely that an increase in the joint impedance of stroke survivors led to the smaller/lower force-to-angle transformation factors when using the device, although this difference did not reach statistical significance. Passive movements of the hand produced by the exotendon loading may have also induced involuntary activation of some hand muscles, particularly for spastic flexor muscles of stroke survivors, which could have affected the force-to-angle conversion factor estimation. In addition, it should be acknowledged that there was a gender effect on the transformation factor of force to the abduction angle . This effect is likely due to the gender difference in the passive stiffness of the joint. For instance, it has been reported that females demonstrate more joint laxity than males [54] . Overall, evaluation of exotendon function demonstrates that the BiomHED is capable of producing functional hand movements in stroke survivors, as the spatial joint coordination patterns produced by the exotendons were similar to those previously reported for human muscle-tendon units [33] , [39] , [40] , [42] . 
B. Restoration of Finger Workspace: Endpoint Area and Between-Joint Coordination
The ability to place/locate the fingertip in a desired location is essential in performing manual tasks. Functional hand tasks require different strategies in order to place the fingers/thumb on specific points/locations on an object depending on the task parameters/constraints, such as task goal [56] , [57] and geometry of the object [58] - [60] . As shown in the fingertip workspace (Table V and Fig. 5 ), the BiomHED system allows the fingertip to access a large portion of the possible workspace. However, to demonstrate the capacity of the device to reach different regions of the workspace, only five exotendon loading conditions were tested due to time constraints. Our post-hoc examination of the experimental data showed that the finger movements of control subjects recorded during their voluntary workspace exploration consist of 12-18 discrete sub-movements, implying that a similar number of exotendon loading conditions may need to be implemented to fully access the available finger workspace. It is expected that a larger portion of the workspace could be accessed/reached by implementing more exotendon loading conditions. Importantly, not only did the device restore the range of motion at the endpoint (i.e., the fingertip) but also restored the variability in the between-joint coordination patterns (i.e., PIP-MCP). Correlation between the MCP and PIP joints was generally low during functional hand movements of healthy subjects [48] , indicating that these two joints should be controlled independently in order to perform functional tasks. Indeed, in this experiment, the MCP-PIP correlation was low mean for the control subjects during voluntary workspace exploration. In contrast, MCP-PIP correlation for the stroke survivors was higher mean , suggesting that their ability to independently control these two joints was greatly impaired. An impaired ability to independently control the MCP and PIP joints not only leads to the loss of voluntary workspace of the fingertip, but can also limit the ability to produce a specific contact angle between the fingertip and the object, which may be important in grasping objects of various shapes [61] .
C. Functional Task Performance
When performing manual tasks, many stroke survivors employ (subject-specific) compensatory strategies due to their motor deficit(s) [37] . While some studies have suggested that functional improvement of the hand post-stroke can be mediated through promoting compensatory strategies [62] , it is generally thought that promoting the use of proper mechanics during task-oriented training of stroke survivors is ideal for promoting effective functional recovery [35] , [63] , [64] .
Kinematic measures such as individual joint angles recorded during functional movements are often employed to distinguish 'true recovery' and "compensation" in stroke survivors [65] . During the tip-pinch task in this experiment, the primary difference in performance between most stroke survivors, who used compensatory strategies, and unimpaired subjects was the point of contact between the index fingertip and thumb tip [ Fig. 7(a) ]. The BiomHED device enabled subjects to restore proper task kinematics [ Fig. 7(b) ], as indicated by the significant reduction in the distance between the index fingertip and thumb tip. Post hoc analysis showed that decreased thumb abduction was the primary contributor to the compensatory strategy that patients employed. From a kinematic point of view, since the CMC joint is the most proximal joint of the thumb, it has the greatest effect on the location of the thumb tip. Note that thumb abduction is one of the most impaired movements in stroke survivors and restoration of thumb abduction represents significant functional improvement in the hand, based on clinical functionality testing (i.e., Chedoke-McMaster Stroke Assessment Measures; [66] , [67] ).
By overcoming "subject-specific" deficits that induce compensatory strategies, similar approaches can be used to restore the performance of other manual tasks in stroke survivors. As the dynamic function of the exotendons is similar to that of hand muscle-tendon units, kinematic deficits in task performance for each individual patient can be used to identify "subject-specific" deficits in his/her muscle-tendon function, which can then be used to design BiomHED assistance patterns tailored to the specific needs of each subject.
D. Limitations
It should be noted that independent control of the four fingers cannot be achieved by the proposed system, thus more sophisticated hand movements that require independent control of the four fingers cannot be reproduced by the current device design. However, since the device can independently control the thumb and index finger, the BiomHED device can be employed to produce various types of pinch grips. Independent control of the PIP and MCP joints of the finger enables subjects to produce various configurations/postures of the finger.
In addition, some of the hand muscle-tendons were not considered in the design of the proposed device. For instance, flexor digitorum superficialis and flexor pollicis brevis muscle-tendons were not modeled in the proposed system; exclusion of these muscles may limit the capacity of the device to accurately reproduce kinematics of certain manual tasks, for which these excluded muscles are mainly involved. For instance, "withindigit" spatial coordination patterns of the voluntary pinch task were slightly different from those of the task performed by the device (Table VIII) . While inclusion of these muscles may allow the device to reproduce the kinematics of these manual tasks more accurately, it could also increase the complexity of the device design and its control schemes.
During workspace exploration, a certain portion of the workspace that corresponds to large total finger flexion angles cannot be reached by the device, partially because the thermoplastic guides on the palmar aspect of the fingers limited finger flexion. Additional experiments with a subset of the control subjects who participated in the experiment showed that there was a small reduction % in the workspace area when wearing the BiomHED system. Joint range of motion may be increased in future devices by using thinner, smaller thermoplastic guides. However, thinner guides result in a smaller moment arm for each exotendon, which will require stronger actuators to produce the same amount of joint torque. This type of system modification was avoided in the current study due to the safety concerns and the potential for system inefficiency. Since most manual tasks do not require finger postures with extremes of flexion, the inability of the device to reach this portion of the workspace has relatively little functional relevance.
Although the encoder in the motor can record the excursion of each cable, which could then be combined to provide information regarding the total flexion angle of the finger or the thumb, individual joint angles cannot be measured unless an external motion capture system is used concurrently. In order to achieve a more robust control scheme, future designs will include the use of additional transducers, such as piezoresistive bend sensors, to provide individual joint flexion data to the controller. Note that interactions between the individual exotendon forces may exist, as shown by in vitro experiments that examined dynamics of the musculotendon structure of the human hand [34] , and these interactions must be assessed and properly compensated for to allow precise control of hand movement.
E. Implications
The BiomHED system developed in this study is capable of reproducing the distinct between-joint coordination patterns of human muscle-tendon units. Not only were the thumb and the fingers controlled independently, the PIP and MCP joints within an individual digit were also controlled in a manner similar to intrinsic human finger control. Therefore, the joint coordination patterns reproduced by the device can be combined to produce movement patterns used in different functional tasks of the hand. Accordingly, the BiomHED system is expected to aid in delivering a robot-assisted "task-oriented" training of the hand in stroke survivors. While task-oriented training protocols that enforce use of the impaired hand in daily functional activities have proven to be effective in promoting functional hand recovery [68] , most existing protocols involving robot-assisted hand training do not allow patients to practice multiple functional tasks. The proposed system addresses two important elements of effective task-oriented training. The prototype BiomHED system allow users to practice multiple functional tasks and, due to the lightweight design (total system weight including the glove and forearm apparatus kg), allows various arm movements to be combined with hand training. This element is important considering most functional upper extremity tasks involve concurrent control of the arm and hand segments [69] .
Furthermore, use of the BiomHED system can allow the subject's participation to be maximized during training. For instance, upon identification of subject-specific deficits in muscle function, the dynamic function of the impaired muscle(s) can be reinforced by applying force to only the corresponding exotendon(s), while intact muscles remain unassisted. This "assist-as-needed" technique will promote the voluntary drive of the patients and maximize their participation in the training.
In addition, due to its lightweight design, the BiomHED system could be used as a wearable orthosis that assist in producing functional movements of the hand for stroke survivors. In order to fully realize its potential as a wearable assistive device, the system should address the issue of volitional control of the device, allowing a natural, intuitive command interface to enable practical long-term use [70] .
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, the development and evaluation of the biomimetic hand device, BiomHED, was presented. The actuators (i.e., exotendons) of the BiomHED system were capable of reproducing the distinct joint coordination patterns of human muscle-tendon units, indicating that the device can assist stroke survivors in producing a variety of functional hand movements. The potential of the system was demonstrated by the significant increase in the kinematic workspace of the index finger in stroke survivors, as well as the improvement in the kinematics of functional task performance. The BiomHED system incorporates key components of effective rehabilitation training in that the proposed system will effectively deliver a robot-assisted "task-oriented" training of the hand to stroke survivors, while subject participation in the training is also maximized by employing an "assist-as-needed" strategy. A future training study would be warranted in order to truly demonstrate the efficacy of the proposed system as a rehabilitative device.
